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Gum Disease and Tooth Problem
GUM DISEASE
I was having anaemia for the past two years. In the year 2005 I have serious
gums problem (periodontal disease). Unfortunately, doctor told me that there
was no medicine can cure me. Due to the problem, my gums would have pus
and my teeth would be loose. I could only take liquid and soft food. I have tried
many types of food supplement but they did not help my problem. In May 2005
I was introduced to Transfer Factor Plus by one of my good friends. I started
taking 3 capsules 3 times a day. After taking for 3 months there is a slight
improvement in my gums. My friend told me to increase the dosage to 4
capsules 3 times a day. In the 5th month I went for my monthly check up and
the doctor was surprised that the disease is gone and my gums looked very
healthy. Thank you 4Life.
Lee Lai Yon, Port Dickson.

GUMS DISEASE
I have a serious gum problem, periodontal disease. I have been seeing a
dentist for sometime. I began consuming transfer factors sometime ago. The
last time I was in to see the dentist, he asked me what I was doing to my gums.
I said nothing. He said some how they had cleared up. I was listening to the
veterinarian testimony on how periodontal disease is the number one killer of
animals and how transfer factors were helping their immune systems. Then it
dawned on me what had happened to my diseased gums. We have one great
product.
Guy Sinclair.

INFECTION - GUMS
I was sick for many years, and I know herbs helped me to get back to life.
However, my immune system was still down, and I had a severe infection in my
gums that I could never get rid of. I heard two people talking about transfer
factors. It interested me, but I didn't think any more about it until one of them
called and we were talking about it. Then another called me, and that's when I
really got interested. I listened to the 800-number, then I called her back and
said I wanted to get transfer factors for myself. When my product came in I took
five that afternoon, then I took two more that night before I went to bed. Well,
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the next day I took five and two, but I had already begun to feel better. The third
day my gum infection was gone.
Carmen P.

INFECTION - TOOTH
The first time I took enhanced transfer factors, I had a badly infected tooth or
gum. My jaw was swollen with inflammation, and the pain was severe. I took six
(2 three times) the first day, and the next day I was ecstatic at the
improvement. Finding myself with no symptoms after just two days on the
product, I was spared a dreaded visit to the dentist. What a thrill to have
something so wonderfully effective! Quite amazing actually. Judging by all the
other dramatic testimonials I’ve read, this has to be the most eloquent natural
product out there!
Dusty Dalton.
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